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Market Meter (The U.S. Equity Markets at a Glance)
Risk markets may have run as far as they’re going to run without further fiscal /
emergency stimulus OR direction-changing news on the election or virus fronts.
Stocks – at least on the surface – appear to need further fuel in the form of a
stimulus package or clear success on the COVID vaccine front. Without further
short-term steroids or long-term clarity, it is tough to justify valuations becoming
even richer than they are. Resistance for the S&P 500 futures (Friday’s close,
3,451.75) come in at 3,458.25, 3,554.25 and 3,587 and the projected downside
targets come into play starting at 3,174.25.

Short-term
(days-weeks)

Mid-term
(weeks-months)

Weekly closing Fibonacci retracement resistance comes in at 3,472.50. Above
that level, it’s clear air up to 3,587. We expect a pullback to commence soon –
either from ST resistance at 3,458.25, 3,554.25 or at this weekly resistance at
3,472.50.

Long-term
(months-years)

It will only be after a pullback to 3,175 or so before we flash green on a long-term
basis. However, we will not hesitate – barring new information – to be aggressive
buyers of equities after a pullback to that level
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Profit Strategies
Ron DeLegge, Founder

"Bitcoin will do to banks what email did to the postal industry.” – Rick Falkvinge

We’re not going to waste these pages on U.S. election trade ideas. This issue will instead focus on bigger
picture trends like the emergence of Bitcoin, an alternative digital currency that seeks to rival fiat government
backed currencies like the U.S. dollar. (If you want to know how the stock market performs during the
presidential election cycle, you can watch a video titled “Presidential Elections: How Stocks Behave” that we
did about it earlier this year.)
Before we get into Bitcoin, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) quietly released its 2020 Long-Term Budget
Outlook and here’s some of the lowlights:




Debt Will Nearly Double the Size of the Economy By 2050. Under current law, CBO projects federal
debt held by the public will rise from 79 percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at the end of Fiscal
Year (FY) 2019 to 195 percent by 2050. Under a more realistic scenario, we estimate debt could reach
245 percent of GDP by 2050.
Deficits Will Explode. By 2050, CBO projects annual deficits will grow to 12.6 percent of GDP
under current law. This is lower than the COVID-driven 16.0 percent deficit in FY 2020, but over four
times as high as the 3 percent of GDP average seen over the past 50 years and higher than at any
point in modern history outside of World War II and the current crisis.
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Spending Growth Will Outpace Revenue. CBO projects spending will grow from 21.0 percent of
GDP in 2019 to 31.2 percent by 2050, while revenue will grow from 16.3 percent to 18.6 percent
of GDP. In the immediate term, spending temporarily spikes and revenue falls as a result of the
COVID-19 crisis. More than all of the spending growth can be attributed to rising health, retirement, and
interest costs.
The Long-Term Outlook is Worse Than Last Year’s Projections. CBO projects debt will reach
189 percent of GDP in 2049, almost one-third higher than the 144 percent of GDP in its 2019
projections. Higher debt is driven in large part by the COVID crisis and response, higher spending
resulting from the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2019, and lower revenue due to the repeal of various healthrelated taxes – especially the tax on high-cost insurance plans.

Actual debt levels could grow significantly faster than CBO forecasts. Under our alternative scenario, which
assumes policymakers enact another $1 trillion of fiscal support to address the current crisis, extend most
expiring tax cuts, and grow appropriations with the economy rather than with inflation, debt would reach 246
percent of GDP in 2050.
A fiscal crisis is brewing. And while it’s slowly unfolding, here’s your checklist of what you should be doing
about it right now:



Start shifting retirement savings into Roth IRA, Roth 401(k) and Roth IRA conversions. Paying
taxes now vs. at higher rates in the future will save your retirement from the tsunami of coming tax
hikes.
Start adding alternative digital currencies to your portfolio to protect against inflation, currency
devaluations and defaults on unsustainable government debt. This is a good lead in for our next
top: Bitcoin.
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Bitcoin is Back
Bitcoin prices surged above $13,000 USD for the first time in 2020 and bullish developments are starting to hit.
PayPal announced it would allow transactions in crypto currencies like Bitcoin, joining digital platforms like
Square and others. Other institutions like Fidelity Investments are examining ways to accommodate the
growing investment demand for crypto currencies from money managers, RIAs, and retail clients.
In the ETF marketplace, the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC) has surged over +75% since the start of the
year, effortlessly beating the Invesco U.S. Dollar Bullish ETF (UUP). (See chart below) GBTC tracks a basket
of bitcoins and is not an accurate proxy for bitcoin itself because it routinely trades a discounts and premiums
to the underlying value of GBTC’s trust. These structural flaws aside, GBTC is the main way to play bitcoin in
an exchange-traded product.
Based upon prices of $13,104 (USD) and a circulation supply of 18,526,093, Bitcoin has a total market cap of
just $242.85 billion. There’s still plenty of upside, especially since institutional investors have yet to fully
embrace crypto-currencies in their portfolios. When this happens, prices will like shoot higher.
Exploding U.S. government debt, a weak dollar and the coming wrath of higher U.S. taxes is also supportive of
higher Bitcoin prices as investors seek safe havens for protecting their wealth.

Summary: Although Bitcoin is the today’s leading digital currency, it’s hard to know if it will stay that way. In
fact, we foresee a future where more creative payment and money solutions will supplant Bitcoin. Nobody
knows the identity of these up-and-comers and it’s fair to say most of them will fail to displace Bitcoin. But for
now, Bitcoin is king and will remain that way. 
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Our November ETF Income Trade
Our Income Mix Portfolio is a hypothetical $100,000 unhedged ETF portfolio that began in Feb.2012 and sells
monthly covered calls* to generate high income. It will generally consist of positions in just two ETFs: the
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY) and SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). At times, we may add another ETF if the quoted call
option premium is adequately high enough for us to warrant executing a trade.
The Income Mix Portfolio deliberately invests in ETFs covering distinctly different asset classes. It also
purposely limits the portfolio to 2-3 ETFs for simplicity. Finally, we always execute our monthly income trades
one month in advance. (EX: Our current November income trade is executed in October.)
Recap from last month: For October, our covered call options on both GLD and SPY expired out-of-themoney and worthless. We pocketed $610 for sitting on shares in both ETFs that we still own and now we’re
executing the below covered call income trades for the month of November

For our November 2020 Income Trade
we’re executing the following moves:
GLD (Own 100 shares @ $182.05)
Sell GLD NOV 2020 $185 calls near $160
per contract. (Calls expire on 11/20/20)
SPY (Own 400 shares @ $339.45)
Sell SPY NOV 2020 $360 calls near $250
per contract. (Calls expire on 11/20/20)

Income Mix Portfolio
($153,800 hypothetical value)
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY)

SPDR Gold Shares (GLD)

12%
GLD

Based upon the moves listed above, we’ll
collect around $1,160 in monthly income from
our November trades.

88% SPY

Since inception in Feb. 2012, our Income Mix
Portfolio has generated $67,846 or $671.74
per month over the past 101 months.
*NOTE: For income results that closely mimic our November income trade, subscribers can execute covered
call options trades within 3 days of our alerts.
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Vital Signs – Snapshot of Key Asset Classes & Sentiment
The snapshot of the markets provided by the charts below shows us that gold, stocks and U.S. Treasuries
have been leaders. Meanwhile, we see complacency sounding some alarms and the VIX, which measures
stock market volatility and fear, is trending lower.
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Our Trading Playbook: WCLD Recap
In last month’s report, we noted that short-term market tops may be identified in advance by looking for
bearish divergences between small cap stocks and large cap stocks. Specifically, we noted that based on
recent market history, a general market top is likely soon to be made when small cap stocks (represented by
the Russell 2000) fail to make new short-term highs while large cap stocks (represented by S&P 500 and/or
NASDAQ 100) are doing so.
Right now, while there are many market pundits and soothsayers calling for a market decline, we have yet to
see small caps lag versus large caps – so we are staying with longs and staying away from adding hedges or
outright shorting. It is a strange (but good) feeling to believe in your heart that prices should be declining but to
stay invested out of pure discipline because our technical signals are telling us to do so.

Cloud computing stocks certainly pulled their weight!
Here’s what we said in last month’s issue:
“So, for the purpose of identifying if WisdomTree Cloud Computing Fund (WCLD) has bottomed and is leading
the market higher – the issue is still in doubt. The low on September 4th for WCLD was $39.25 and the low 4hr close on September 17th was above that at $39.27 – so Lloyd Christmas, the fictional character from the
movie Dumb and Dumber, might say, “So you’re saying there’s a chance! But we must remember the $37.21
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and $33.05 potential downside targets noted above. Just watch this security carefully and know that a 4-hr
close above $43.04 will make Lloyd a very happy man.”
Obviously, we are pointing out what was written in last month’s report because WCLD absolutely acted as a
“tell” of things to come for the broader market. WCLD bottomed on September 17th versus the S&P 500’s
September 23rd bottom. The successful close above $43.04 on October 1st clinched the victory for the bulls and
led to a run up to $48.34 for WCLD and a move from $337.04 to $352.43 for SPY from October 1st to October
12th. Yes, Lloyd was a very happy man, indeed!
Overall
While we have seen some short-term weakness in WCLD – that’s OK because it is not our “tell” for a market
top. Instead, we have just seen WCLD hold support at $44.52 and reverse higher (on Friday). So, we may
actually be seeing another up leg beginning right now.
For a top, we will continue to monitor the action in the Russell 2000 Small Cap Index – either in the form of the
futures or via the IWM exchange-traded fund. Thus far, there’s no sign of a top from the “smalls” so we stay
long and strong!

ETFguide TV Launches New Weekly Show
We’re proud to announce the release a new weekly show called “The Portfolio Report Card.” The program
features real life investment portfolios from investors and traders that are analyzed and graded with
ETFguide’s grading tool known as the Portfolio Report Card™.
The first episode examines a $671,459 investment portfolio in key areas like cost, risk, diversification,
taxes and performance. At the end of the show, the portfolio is assigned a letter grade of A, B,C, D or F. Each
grade represents the architectual strength of the overall portfolio.
The show is hosted by Ron DeLegge, Inventor of the Portfolio Report Card™ and Founder @ ETFguide. Want
to get your investments analyzed and graded? Get started at PortfolioReportCard.com.
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(Podcast) Index Performance Dominates Again
In his latest podcast episode, Ron DeLegge gives you a rundown of
the performance of indexes vs. active managers from the mid-2020
S&P Dow Jones Indices Report. The numbers overwhelmingly favor
index investing.
Also on the show: Ron shares common retirement planning mistakes
you should avoid making. Listen to the weekly Index Investing Show
at iTunes, Google Podcasts and Spotify.
Have you subscribed yet? Since launching ETFguide TV, we’ve
amassed over 3,600 subscribers and over 415,000 views. Your free
video subscription ensures that you never miss an episode.
Subscribe and watch. 

Q4 2020 ETF Guides
If you haven’t done so already, be sure to sure to sign up for
ETFguide’s suite of investor guides.
Due to the sheer number of ETFs being launched, we’ve
built tools to help you stay ahead of the fast moving market.
Here’s what we now offer:




ETP Commodities Guide follows commodity linked
products
Long/Short ETF Guide gives a quick snapshot of
inverse and leveraged tickers organized by asset
class.

Although all of our investor guides are complimentary, email
sign up is required to receive future updates.
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Mega Investment Theme Report
For ETFguide members new to our “Mega Investment Theme Report” (MITR) here’s how it works: We identify
and rank major investment themes by order of importance. We also include associated ETF ticker symbols.
Our theme rankings are adjusted (up or down) by their immediate impact and order of importance.
We include relevant ETF ticker symbols that are associated with and impacted by each related theme. Rather
than providing simply a generic market signal, we believe linking related ETF tickers to themes is far more
practical. Why? Because it will help you to make specific investment decisions related to a certain theme.

Lastly, we added a final row – with a star icon – that focuses on other less important investment
themes that didn’t make the top five, but are nevertheless on our radar screen. Related ETF tickers
are only provided once a particular theme graduates into the top five rankings. 

Rank

Theme

ETF Tickers

1 

Bullish Treasury ETFs Jump: The U.S. trend in lower interest rates full tact
and so is safe-having buying. Treasury ETFs like TLT along with 3x leveraged
ETFs like TMF have been and continue to be a good trade and we’re still long.

TMF, TLT

2 

Technology stocks lead rally. The stock market’s recovery from March lows
has been led by companies like Apple, Alphabet, NVIDIA, Tesla and Zoom.
Other important sectors like financials, energy and real estate are lagging.
Overweight what’s working, underweight or avoid what’s not.
Gold keeps rolling. We’ve talked repeatedly about central bankers with loose
monetary keeping precious metals prices firm and nothing has changed. With
governments and central bankers, no price is too high to defeat Coronavirus.
This is very supportive of gold.
Diminishing volatility: Stock market volatility (VIX) had skyrocketed over
+500% in March, but is up just 63% YTD. While VIX ETFs like VIXY and UVXY
have sharply corrected, another round of higher volatility is ahead. Why?
Because it’s happened in the past and will happen again in the future. Be
ready.
Inverse ETFs struggle. ETFs that deliver opposite exposure to stocks have
been falling since the March bear rally. Many 2x and 3x inverse ETFs that
jumped significantly before are now down. Translation: Another buying
opportunity for bears and contrarian traders.
Other investment themes we’re monitoring: The falling euro, cloud
computing, AI/Robotics, FinTech and Cyber-security are all important themes.
So is the emergence of crypto-currencies. We’re monitoring all of these tickers.

TQQQ, QQQ

3 

GLD, RING

4 

VIXY, UVXY

5

SH, EDZ, TZA,
SPXS

GBTC, BOTZ,
HACK, SKYY,
ROBO, ROBT,
SOCL
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ETP Performance Trends
The latest portrait of our global equity map shows lots of red with a few pockets of black. And as we’ve been
harping on the past 7-months, the Coronavirus outbreak has created a massive imbalance in global stock
prices.
After sharp losses during March, we’re in the midst of a recovery phase. Nonetheless, most country ETFs –
even after the bounce – are sustaining losses. Among the 13 global ETFs we track, 9 have negative year-todate (YTD) performance.
Despite depression-like economic readings in the U.S., U.S. stocks (VTI) are in an upswing. Likewise,
Chinese stocks (GXC), the original epicenter of the Coronavirus, are the best relative performing stock market
around the globe with Japan (EWJ) just behind. Will the resurgence in Chinese and U.S. stocks spread to
other markets? If so, it would give more credence and strength to the concentrated rally in these two countries.
Most emerging markets are negative with a few like Latin America (ILF) and Brazil (EWZ) still stuck in bear
market territory. Stock market volatility has edged lower, which could be a precursor of higher volatility ahead.
Volatility bulls will need some patience, but another big pay day looks likely. 
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